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1 About Intel® SoC Watch for Windows* 
Intel® SoC Watch for Windows* OS is a command-line tool that can be used to collect and analyze 

power-related data on Windows* OS platforms including C/P/D/S-state residencies, thermals, energy 

consumption, and the idle and wakeup behavior that can lead to inefficient use of energy.  Whenever 

possible, it provides data from both the OS and hardware perspective, such as the detailed C-state 

residency report that shows the OS requested time in deep sleep states compared to the actual 

residency the hardware indicated. The tool includes utility functions that can automatically put the 

system in Connected Standby for the duration of a collection, delay the start of collection, or launch an 

application prior to starting collection. 

Intel SoC Watch does not use timer interrupts to collect any of its data. It gets the OS view of data from 

the Windows* 8 OS (and beyond) Event Trace Log, and the hardware data from multiple sources (for 

example, MSR, MMIO) during OS context switch points for minimum perturbation of residency and 

wakeup event data. The collection overhead has been measured at <1%, but a high rate of context 

switching can increase that.  The Intel SoC Watch driver modifies the PMU registers for some metrics it 

collects so it will report an error if run simultaneously with other tools that do the same.  Running 

simultaneously with drivers that do time-based sampling is inadvisable in any case as they will perturb 

the residency and wakeup reports.  The tool does not run on Windows* 7 OS since it uses some event 

trace data only available on Windows* 8 OS and beyond. 

1.1 Intended Audience 
Use this document if you use Intel SoC Watch to analyze power consumption on a Windows system. 

1.2 Conventions and Symbols 
The following conventions are used in this document. 

Table 1  Conventions and Symbols used in this Document 

This type style Indicates an element of syntax, reserved word, keyword, filename, computer output, or part 

of a program example. The text appears in lowercase unless uppercase is significant. 

This type style Indicates the exact characters you type as input. Also used to highlight the elements of a 

graphical user interface such as buttons and menu names. 

This type style Indicates a placeholder for an identifier, an expression, a string, a symbol, or a value. 

Substitute one of these items for the placeholder. 

[ items ] 

 

Indicates that the items enclosed in brackets are optional. 

{ item | item } Indicates to select only one of the items listed between braces. A vertical bar ( | ) separates 
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the items. 

... (ellipses) Indicates that you can repeat the preceding item. 

1.3 Related Information 
See the following related document: 

 Intel® SoC Watch for Windows* OS Visualization Guide for information on exporting Intel SoC 

Watch collection results and viewing the results on a separate System with Intel® VTune 

Amplifier for Systems installed.§ 
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2 Release Notes 
Update 1.8.1 of Intel SoC Watch for Windows* OS reports more details on bandwidth, frequency, and 

interrupt statistics and fixes several issues observed in the previous release. 

2.1 New 
 Support to Intel® microarchitecture code name Skylake, Cherry Trail, Braswell. Most metrics 

for Skylake, Cherry Trail, and Braswell platforms are now supported. Cherry Trail and Braswell 

metrics exclude GT C-states and P-states, per agent memory bandwidth, and DDR self-refresh. 

 Added support for pre-release version of Windows 10 OS on desktop client systems.  Support 

was tested on the Windows Technical Preview (build 9845) for Windows 10. 

 Added data collection option for polling mode. The --polling option changes data collection 

from occurring at context switch points (natural wakeups) to collection at regular intervals.  This 

option should only be used for specific needs and with the understanding that it will greatly 

increase the intrusion by the Intel SoC Watch collector itself in the results collected because it 

will be generating interrupts at regular intervals, thereby forcing the system to wakeup. Use the 

--interval option to set the time (in milliseconds) between collection points.  The interval 

chosen can result in a change in the system’s timer resolution setting.  The sleep state 

residencies, wakeup counts, and timer resolution reports will show the most direct impact of 

using this option, but the effect will be felt across most metrics. 

 GT Frequency report includes OS requested frequency.   The OS requested processor frequency 

for the GPU is included in the GT Frequency H/W Residency report along with the actual 

observed frequency on the BayTrail platforms. 

 Precise Connected Standby entry and exit points are now available in the Timer Resolution 

report. The Enter/Exit Idle Resiliency events are now recorded in the timer resolution timeline 

in addition to Entry/Exit Connected Standby.  The Idle Resiliency events delimit the actual time 

in Connected Standby.  The time between Connected Standby entry and Idle Resiliency entry is 

the time spent preparing the platform to enter deep sleep. 

2.2 Version 1.9 
The v1.9 release of Intel SoC Watch for Windows* OS adds support for pre-release Windows 10 OS, 

includes polling mode option for data collection, adds precise entry/exit points for Connected Standby, 

fixes issues, and adds support for Intel microarchitecture code name Cherry Trail, Braswell, and Skylake 

platforms.  The details are listed below. 
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2.2.1 New 
 Support for for Intel microarchitecture code name Skylake, Cherry Trail, Braswell support 

included in this release. Most metrics for Skylake, Cherry Trail, and Braswell platforms are now 

supported. Cherry Trail and Braswell metrics exclude GT C-states and P-states, per agent 

memory bandwidth, and DDR self-refresh. 

 Added support for pre-release version of Windows 10 OS on desktop client systems.  Support 

was tested on the Windows Technical Preview (build 9845) for Windows 10. 

 Added data collection option for polling mode. The --polling option changes data collection 

from occurring at context switch points (natural wakeups) to collection at regular intervals.  This 

option should only be used for specific needs and with the understanding that it will greatly 

increase the intrusion by the Intel SoC Watch collector itself in the results collected because it 

will be generating interrupts at regular intervals, thereby forcing the system to wakeup. Use the 

--interval option to set the time (in milliseconds) between collection points.  The interval 

chosen can result in a change in the system’s timer resolution setting.  The sleep state 

residencies, wakeup counts, and timer resolution reports will show the most direct impact of 

using this option, but the effect will be felt across most metrics. 

 GT Frequency report includes OS requested frequency.   The OS requested processor frequency 

for the GPU is included in the GT Frequency H/W Residency report along with the actual 

observed frequency on the BayTrail platforms. 

 Precise Connected Standby entry and exit points are now available in the Timer Resolution 

report. The Enter/Exit Idle Resiliency events are now recorded in the timer resolution timeline 

in addition to Entry/Exit Connected Standby.  The Idle Resiliency events delimit the actual time 

in Connected Standby.  The time between Connected Standby entry and Idle Resiliency entry is 

the time spent preparing the platform to enter deep sleep. 

2.2.2 Known Issues  
 The H/W Timeline report will have missing data and unaligned columns if –r detail report 

option is used when –m (--max-detail) is not used for collection. Collecting with -m option is 

advised in order to have sufficient data to generate detailed results. 

 If Task Manager is used to kill the socwatch process, you will need to reboot the system to 

clear the drivers (there is no OS event allowing proper cleanup).  Terminate Intel SoC Watch 

using Ctrl-C, not Task Manager. 

 Issues in Intel microarchitecture code name Cherry Trail and Braswell systems: 

o CPU C-state percentages may not add up to 100%. Intel SoC Watch reads the hardware 

provided C1 counter rather than calculating it as a difference. The SoC provides counters 

for all C-states, including C0.  If any counters are off, they won’t add up to 100%. An 

issue was seen on a Braswell platform where the total residency was significantly under 
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100%. Which counter is undercounting has not been determined. The problem was not 

seen on Cherry Trail. 

o Core temperature report is invalid on SoC steppings prior to B0. 

 Bay Trail (ValleyView 2) issues: 
o Collection of gfx (GT), bandwidth, or self-refresh data during Connected Standby can 

result in a system crash or bad data. That data is not available when resuming from 

Connected Standby. 

o Thermal data may not be valid on Bay Trail platforms, even with B1 stepping. We have 

not determined why some systems show reasonable data and others do not. 

o Energy data is invalid on both A0 and B0.  C0 stepping is over-reporting energy 

consumed. 

o If platform under test does not have its BIOS configured to enable “Speed Step” then an 

empty OS P-state residency report is given. 

2.3 Supported Platforms 
This tool can be run on the Windows* 8 and 8.1 operating systems on processors with the following 

microarchitectures: 

 Intel microarchitecture code name Nehalem 

 Intel microarchitecture code name Sandy Bridge 

 Intel microarchitecture code name Ivy Bridge 

 Intel microarchitecture code name Clover Trail 

 Intel microarchitecture code name Haswell, Haswell-ULT 

 Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail/ValleyView 2 

 Intel microarchitecture code name Broadwell 
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3 Installation 

3.1 Requirements 
 Administrator permissions 

 For correct D0ix-state data: PEP driver for Intel microarchitecture code name Clover Trail found 
in the PK2 BKC (released around WW40) 

3.2 Using Zip Package 
Download the latest version of Intel SoC Watch for Windows* OS and unzip the package in the folder of 

your choice. The package consists of 32-bit and 64-bit versions of the tool (socwatch.exe) and its 

drivers (signed with the standard Intel certificate). Simply set your Path environment variable to point to 

the version (32-bit or 64-bit) that matches the OS you are running on and you are ready to begin 

collection. 

If you want to get complete symbol information for call stacks see section Accessing Symbols. If you 

want to enable automatic entry to connected standby during collection see section Install WDTF. 

3.3 Using Installer Package 
Download the latest version of the automatic install file (.msi) for Intel SoC Watch for Windows* OS and 

run the program. It will automatically install the correct version of Intel SoC Watch (x86 or x64) to 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Intel\SoCWatch, or you can select an alternate installation folder as well. You can 

also find the User’s Guide and Visualization Guide in this directory. 

3.4 Accessing Symbols 
In order for Intel SoC Watch to find symbols for the call stacks it displays, the environment variable 

_NT_SYMBOL_PATH should include the Microsoft-provided public symbols location as well as any 

private symbol locations.  The following example includes both: 

_NT_SYMBOL_PATH=srv*%SystemDrive%\symbols2*http://msdl.microsoft.com/download

/symbols;c:\MyPrivateSymbols 

Separate each directory containing symbol files (typically .pdb files) with a semi-colon.  Refer to 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/hardware/ff558829(v=vs.85).aspx for more 

information on specifying a symbol path. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/hardware/ff558829(v=vs.85).aspx
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3.5 Install WDTF 
In order to automatically put the system into Connected Standby during a collection run using the 

connected-standby option, the Windows* OS Driver Test Framework (WDTF) must be installed 

(available from the Microsoft* MSDN website).  

You can check if the WDTF installation was successful by running 

%WDTFDir%\Tools\CheckWDTFInstall.cmd then open the log file and examine the contents.   

Refer to http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/hardware/hh831856(v=vs.85).aspx for 

more details on the WDTF install. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/hardware/hh831856(v=vs.85).aspx
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4 Getting Started with Intel SoC Watch 
Install Intel SoC Watch as described in the installation section. Open a command prompt with 

administrative privileges, Intel SoC Watch requires this level of access in order to load a device driver. 

Listed below are a few basic commands that will have you looking at Intel SoC Watch reports quickly.  

Use the Usage/Options Reference section to learn about all the commands, their options, and 

abbreviations.  Use the Output section to learn about the files being produced by Intel SoC Watch.  The 

Explanation of Reports section will give you the details of what is shown in each report, including 

sample commands that will generate the report. (If you are viewing this document with Microsoft* Word 

2010 or newer, the Navigation pane will make it easy to find information about specific commands and 

reports.) 

To collect and report CPU C-state and P-state residency data and system sleep state residency for the 

platform, replace <duration> with the number of seconds you want to collect data and use the 

command below. Intel SoC Watch will write a summary report to the file SOCWatchOutput.csv. 

socwatch -t <duration> -f cpu -f sstate 

 

If you want to name the output files something other than the default SOCWatchOutput, replace 

<string> in the command below with the name you want and look for the <string>.csv file to find the 

summary report. (Tip: Include a folder name in the string to group the files under a folder. The folder will 

be created if it doesn’t exist.) 

socwatch -t <duration> -f cpu -f sstate -o <string> 

 

To collect and report a comprehensive set of metrics for the platform that can be collected 

simultaneously, replace <duration> with the number of seconds you want to collect data in the 

following command. Intel SoC Watch will write a summary report to SOCWatchOutput.csv. 

socwatch -t <duration> -f sys 

 

To get the most detailed reports available for any metric being collected (e.g., idle and wakeup analysis 

and timelines) include the --max-detail (-m) option during collection and specify detailed 

reporting with the --result option.  In the example below, the feature group name sys is used to do a 

60 second collection of a comprehensive set of platform energy metrics with maximum detail and 

produce detailed reports  (-r detail) in addition to the summary reports. All the results are in files 

named run1 under the folder sysDetail. The summary reports are in run1.csv, detailed reports 

are in run1.txt, and various timeline CSV reports with _timeline or _tl in the name. 

socwatch -t 60 -f sys -m -r detail -o sysDetail/run1  

Note that detailed reports for some options collected over a long period can take many minutes to 

generate.  In this case, you may wish to generate only summary reports at the end of collection and 

request the detail reports post-collections as show below using the --input (-i) option.  In this 

example, the sys group of metrics is collected for 60 minutes with maximum detail, but only summary 

report is generated initially.  The second command causes the results to be processed further and 
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generate detailed reports, including timelines, for all data that was collected.  All of the new reports 

have the same base name and location. (Tip: Use the –o option in conjunction with –i to change the base 

name.) 

socwatch -t 3600 -f sys -m -o myResult 

socwatch -i myResult -r detail 

 

To generate an export file containing all supported metrics that can be opened for viewing in Intel® 

VTune™ Amplifier, include the -r sww option alongside any other collection parameters. The following 

command will collect platform data for 30 seconds and produce an export file called run1.sww1.The 

--max-detail option is required to generate a complete set of timeline data for all metrics. 

socwatch -t 30 -f sys --r sww -m --o run1 

4.1 Using Connected Standby 
If running on a system that supports Connected Standby and has WDTF installed, use the  

--connected-standby (-z) option to automatically put the system in Connected Standby and 

then exit standby when the collection time completes. You can manually exit standby early and 

collection will stop at that time and generate the reports.  You can also enter Connected Standby 

manually after starting a collection. 

The following command collects CPU C state residency for 60 seconds after putting the system into 

Connected Standby. It will delay collection and the transition to standby by the --start-delay (-

s) time of 20 seconds. (There is no option to delay the start of collection after entering standby.) 

socwatch -s 20 -t 60 -f cpu-cstate -z 
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5 Options Reference 
Invoke Intel SoC Watch with the following syntax: 
socwatch <general options> <collection options> <reporting options> 

 

When the program starts, it will list the types of data it will collect based on what it found in the 

command line options. If a collection option is not supported, Intel SoC Watch will display a warning for 

each unsupported feature, but collection will proceed if at least one feature is valid. Intel SoC Watch 

terminates data collection for one of three reasons (whichever occurs first): 

1) the --time option was specified and the timer elapsed, 

2) the --program option was used and the specified program exited, 

3) Intel SoC Watch received a Ctrl-C interrupt. 

The location and name of the output is displayed at the end of execution. You will find a summary 

report by that name with a .csv extension.  If detailed collection and reports were requested, you will 

find additional human-readable output files such as timelines and .txt analysis reports. Reports are 

appended if the file already exists. See the Output section below for additional information. 

5.1 General Options Summary 
The following options display information about the tool: 

Abbrev Option Name Description 

-h --help Display text describing options and usage. 

-v --version Display tool version information. 

-x --expert-help Display utility/special purpose, non-collection options. 

5.2 Collection Options Summary 
These options affect what is collected, how it is collected, and where the results are stored. 

Abbrev Option Name Description 

-a --auto Format summary output as a single line and append to summary file 

automation_summary.csv. Use to generate sets of data in a single file 

for comparison. 
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Abbrev Option Name Description 

-f --feature <name> Specify which metric to collect, choose from the group names or 

individual names listed in the tables below. This option can be 

repeated to collect multiple metrics in a single run.  All options can be 

collected simultaneously with the exception of bandwidth.  Only a 

single bandwidth type can be selected at a time due to hardware 

collection limitation. 

-m --max-detail Collect all data available for each feature specified. When --max-

detail is not specified, the minimum needed to provide summary data 

is collected. 

-n --interval <int> Specify the minimum time in milliseconds that should pass before 

reading hardware data again at a context switch point. The default 

interval is 1ms. (Does not affect the collection of C-state data.) 

-o --output 
<filename> 

Specify a name for the collection of data files to be grouped under. If  

--output option not specified, default name is SoCWatchOutput. If an 

output filename already exists, output from a new collection is 

appended. 

 --polling Make data collection occur at regular intervals rather than at context 

switch points. Use the --interval option to set the interval period 

(default: 10ms). Will impact sleep state residencies, wakeup counts, 

and timer resolution. 

-p --program 
<exename> 
[<args>] 

Specify the name of an executable to be started automatically prior to 

collection. The name can be followed by zero or more arguments that 

will be passed to the program. This option must occur at the end of 

the command line, everything following the executable name will be 

given to it as arguments. The executable can only be launched as a 

desktop application (not as Windows Modern UI application). 

-s --start-delay 
<int> 

Specify number of seconds to wait before starting collection of data. If 

used with --connected-standby, this delays entry to standby 

(collection begins immediately upon entering standby). If used with --

program, it delays execution of that program (collection begins 

immediately upon starting the program). 

-t --time <int> Specify collection duration in seconds. Collection will stop prior to this 

time expiring if Ctrl-C occurs or an executable specified with --program 

option exits. 
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Abbrev Option Name Description 

-z --connected-
standby 

Automatically enter Connected Standby for the duration of the 

collection.  Will automatically exit Connected Standby when the 

duration expires. If system is woken from Connected Standby prior to 

the end of the duration, the collection will stop as well. If --start-

delay is specified, it occurs prior to entering Connect Standby.  (This 

option requires Windows* Driver Test Framework, WDTF to be 

installed on the system under test.)  Applicable to SoC platform only. 

5.2.1  Feature Names 
The following group and individual feature names are for use with the --feature option describe 

above. The group names are shorthand for commonly used groups of individual names.  

When --max-detail is not specified during collection, collection for most metrics consists of taking a 

snapshot of data at the beginning and end of the collection from which summary reports can be 

generated.  When --max-detail is specified, data is collected at context switch points throughout the 

collection time providing a trace of what happened during execution.  Specifying a detailed result  

(--result detail) will then produce a timeline report, plus some additional reports.  There are 

exceptions to what detail can be provided due to limitations in how data can be collected. Refer to the 

individual feature names for descriptions.  

Feature Group Name Description 

cpu CPU C-state and P-state residencies (cpu-cstate + cpu-pstate) 

gfx Graphics C-state and P-state residencies (gfx-cstate + gfx-pstate) 

device North Complex, South Complex and ACPI D-state residencies (nc-

dstate + sc-dstate + acpi-dstate) 

temp Core and SoC temperatures (core-temp + soc-temp) 

energy Platform (battery), Package, Core (IA), and graphics (GT) energy 

consumption. (Note: There are no individual names for energy metrics 

at this time.) 

sys All C/P/S/D states, temperature, energy, total memory bandwidth, 

timer resolution change, and battery metrics. (cpu-cstate + cpu-
pstate + gfx-cstate + gfx-pstate + nc-dstate + sc-dstate + acpi-
dstate + core-temp + soc-temp + energy + sstate + ddr-bw + 

timer-resolution + cpu-gpu-concurrency) 

 

Feature Individual Name Description 

cpu-cstate CPU C-state (sleep) residencies from hardware.  --max-detail includes 

OS event trace. Detail reports include: OS-based residencies, CPU core 

concurrency, idle and wakeup analysis, OS C-state transition timeline 

and hardware data timeline. 
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Feature Individual Name Description 

cpu-pstate CPU P-state (frequency) residencies from OS and hardware.  Always 

collects trace data, --max-detail not required. Detail report includes 

sampled data in hardware timeline. 

sstate System sleep state residencies. If platform supports connected 

standby, S0ix (platform) state residencies from hardware are reported. 

Detail report shows hardware data on the timeline. If platform does 

not support connected standby the S0ix states are not used therefore, 

platform ACPI S-state residencies from the OS are reported. No detail 

is available in this case. 

nc-dstate North Complex D0ix state residency approximation, from hardware. 

Detail report writes sampled data to device timeline. 

sc-dstate South Complex D0ix state residencies. CLT platform only. (No 

additional detail report available.) 

acpi-dstate Runtime D3-state (device) residencies from OS. Detail report includes 

device component F-state residencies. 

core-temp IA core temperature data from hardware. (No additional detail report 

available.) 

soc-temp SoC temperature data from hardware. (No additional detail report 

available.) 

gfx-cstate GT C-state residencies from hardware. Detail report includes GT 

activity, GT slice concurrency, and GT power thresholds analysis 

reports and sampled data in hardware timeline. (Intel 

microarchitecture code name Bay Trail only) 

gfx-pstate GT P-state residencies from hardware. Detail report includes sampled 

data in hardware timeline. (Intel microarchitecture code name Bay 

Trail only) 

cpu-gpu-concurrency Concurrent active time of CPU and GPU from OS.  (No additional detail 

report available.) 

ddr-bw Total memory bandwidth from hardware in terms of 64-byte transfers 

with breakdown by rank. [External report does not show per rank 

detail.] Detail report includes sampled data in hardware timeline. (Intel 

microarchitecture code name Bay Trail only) 

cpu-ddr-bw CPU to memory bandwidth from hardware. Detail report includes 

sampled data in hardware timeline. (Intel microarchitecture code 

name Bay Trail only) 

gfx-ddr-bw Graphics to memory bandwidth from hardware. Detail report includes 

sampled data in hardware timeline. (Intel microarchitecture code 

name Bay Trail only) 
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Feature Individual Name Description 

disp-ddr-bw Display to memory bandwidth from hardware. Detail report includes 

sampled data in hardware timeline. (Intel microarchitecture code 

name Bay Trail only) 

isp-ddr-bw Camera to memory bandwidth from hardware. Detail report includes 

sampled data in hardware timeline. (Intel microarchitecture code 

name Bay Trail only) 

io-bw IO to memory bandwidth from hardware. Detail report includes 

sampled data in hardware timeline. (Intel microarchitecture code 

name Bay Trail only) 

dram-srr DRAM self-refresh residency from hardware. Detail report includes 

sampled data in hardware timeline. (Intel microarchitecture code 

name Bay Trail only) 

all-approx-bw Approximate memory bandwidth for SoC agents, from T-unit 

hardware. Detail report includes sampled data in hardware timeline. 

(Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail only) 

timer-resolution Timer resolution change events from OS. Always collects trace data. 

Detail report writes change events (including process name) to timer 

resolution timeline. 

battery Battery type, voltage, capacity, discharge rate. Detail report writes 

event data to battery timeline. (Temporarily disabled.) 

syscall System call events from OS. Always collects trace data. Detail reports 

syscall counts, including callstack if --query-name option used to 

specify the syscall of interest. 

thread-wait Thread wait events from OS. Always collects trace data. Detail report s 

timer and thread ready info. 

 

 

5.3 Reporting Options Summary 
The following options affect only report generation, not the collection. 

Abbrev. Option Name Description 

-i --input 
<filename> 

Specify the base filename (without extension) of an existing collection 

to generate reports for.   
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Abbrev. Option Name Description 

-r --result <type> Specify the type of result to generate using one of the values from the table 
below.  The --result option can be repeated to get multiple types of 
reports, except as noted below.  

 

Type Description 

sum Generate summary reports of OS and HW metrics. 
[default] 

detail Generate summary + timelines + more detailed reports 
for OS and HW metrics.  Requires collection done with --
max-detail option to have overtime data ( p-states is the 
exception to requiring explicit use of -m option since it 
can only be collected overtime) 

sww Generate summary + export file (.sww1) suitable for 

import to Intel® VTune™ Amplifier to view timelines. Can 

only be applied to a collection done with --max-

detail option. 

snap-sum Generate summary report of snapshot data only (i.e., C-
state residency, energy, and S0ix residency), resulting in 
shortest post-processing time.  Virtually equivalent to 
doing a collection only, as the post-processing is a simple 
difference calculation, no processing of data files is done.  
Cannot be used in conjunction with other result types. 
Takes precedence over any other result type specified. 

hw-only Generate summary of HW metrics + HW timeline report.  
This option can significantly reduce post-processing time 
by eliminating processing of OS event trace data. Cannot 
be used in conjunction with other result types, except tl-
compress. Takes precedence over other result type 
specified except snap-sum.                                                                         

tl-compress 
<interval> 

Reduce number of samples in a timeline report. 
Currently, only the number of C-state samples in the HW 
timeline or VTune™ Amplifier export file are affected by 
this option. Specify the interval in milliseconds.  The 
timeline data samples are aggregated for the specified 
interval, resulting in fewer entries in the timeline.  This is 
useful when the timeline file size is too large to open in 
tools like Microsoft* Excel.    

Note: Must be combined with –r detail, -r sww, or –
r hw-only in order to take effect. 
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Abbrev. Option Name Description 

-q --query-name 
<name-string> 

Specify process name or symbol name to see call stack detail and 

filter results of idle and wakeup analysis reports available for the C-

state feature when  

--max-detail was used during collection. Also filters wait and syscall 

reports. Use in conjunction with --result detail option. Does not 

work if advanced option --no-callstack is used. 

5.4 Advanced Options 
The table below lists the options available as --expert-help, which offer additional information about 

the system, and other collection and filtering options.  

Option Name Description 

--info Display information about the system’s CPU and GPU, available C-

states and P-states, ACPI state mappings, target residencies, and auto-

demotion setting. 

--uninst-driver Uninstall Intel SoC Watch drivers. Only needed in the event of 

abnormal termination of socwatch process as it will normally 

install/uninstall as needed. 

--csb-test <dur> Put system in connected standby for specified number of seconds. 

Used to test if the WDTF framework is installed and working so that 

the  

--connected-standby option will function. 

--no-callstack Do not collect any call stack events during collections that include –max-
detail. Use to minimize data file sizes during long collections and/or for 
active workloads with many context switches. The report option --query-
name cannot be used to get additional detail for wakeup and thread wait 
analysis on collections without any call stacks. 

--less-callstack Do not collect call stacks at context switches during collections that include –
max-detail.  Use when collecting cpu-cstate to reduce output file size 
when call stack detail is not needed for wakeup and thread wait analysis. 

--wkup-filter-by-core 
<core> 

Filter the CPU C-state transition timeline data to show transitions for 

the specified core only. If specify multiple wkup filters, either by core 

or reason, they will be combined using an “or” operation so that the 

output will contain the union. 

--wkup-filter-by-reason 
<IPI|DPC|INT|CLK|RDY> 

Filter the CPU C-state transition timeline data to show transitions for 

the specified wakeup reason only. If specify multiple wkup filters, 

either by core or reason, they will be combined using an “or” 

operation so that the output will contain the union. 

--use-etl-timestamp Align timestamps with event trace log timestamps. 
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Option Name Description 

--etw-user-buffers <size> 
<min> <max> 

 

--etw-kernel-buffers 
<size> <min> <max>  

Change ETW session buffer settings to use specified buffer size and min/max 

number of buffers in case this overhead is affecting your analysis. The 

min * size defines a minimum memory allocation that will occur; the 

max defines how many buffers can be acquired and filled before 

writing to disk. To minimize disk accesses caused by ETW logging use 

a large max value. If the tool's memory footprint needs to be small use 

a small min value.  

 

--etw-user-buffers 

These settings are applied to all user-mode sessions involved in collecting 
data for Intel SoC Watch, including device, GPU, and battery providers. The 
default values for these sessions are size = 1024, min = 2, max = 400. 

 

--etw-kernel-buffers 

These settings are applied to the kernel session used for collecting CPU C- and 
P-State information. The default values for these sessions are size = 1024, min 
= 2, max = 2048. 

5.5 Output 
Every collection creates a set of files stored in the current working directory, unless specified otherwise 

by the --output option. All the files created during collection or post-processing share a common 

base name, defaulting to SOCWatchOutput. If the base name already exists, Intel SoC Watch appends 

the results to the report files, but the data files (ETLs) will be replaced. This means Intel SoC Watch can 

only generate reports for the last (most recent) collection. 

The table below lists the files created during collection and reporting: 

Filename Extension File 

Type 

Description of Content 

<name>.csv Report Summary metrics for all the data collected produced at the 

end of every collection.  It is formatted to be a human-

readable, comma-separated text file that can be easily 

imported into a spreadsheet.  Can re-generate this report 

using options: 

--input <name> --result sum. 

<name>.txt  Report Detailed analysis reports that are not in CSV format are 

written to the .txt file.  These include idle analysis, wakeup 

analysis, timer resolution change report, syscall, and wait 

analysis. Must use  

--max-detail during collection and request a result with  

--result detail. 
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Filename Extension File 

Type 

Description of Content 

<name>_hw_timeline.csv 
(.html) 

Report Timeline report of hardware data collected at context 

switch points when collect with --max-detail and request a 

result with --result detail.  Both comma-separated and 

HTML formatted versions are emitted. 

<name>_os_timeline.csv  Report Timeline report of the C-state transitions based on OS 

event trace data.  Use --max-detail and request a result 

with  

--result detail.  This is in comma-separated format. 

Automation_summary.csv Report All collected summary metrics are written on a single, 

comma-separated line.  Multiple runs can be appended to 

this file for comparison of results. 

<name>_device_tl.csv Report Timeline report of North Complex D0ix state samples.  This 

is generated when request a result with --result detail.  

This is in comma-separated format. 

<name>_scdevice_tl.csv Report Timeline report of South Complex D0ix state samples 

along with which power islands are on or off.  This is generated 

when request a result with --result detail.  This is in 

comma-separated format. 

<name>_s0ix_tl.csv Report Timeline report of S0ix wake trace samples.  This is 

generated when request a result with --result detail.  

This is in comma-separated format. 

<name>_timerres_tl.csv Report Timeline report of timer resolution change events.  This is 

generated when request a result with --result detail.  

This is in comma-separated format. 

<name>.sww1 Data Event trace data file containing over-time data to be 

imported to Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for timeline viewing. 

<name>_<sessiontype>.etl Data Various event trace data (Windows* OS ETW) files 

depending on the types of data collected. 

5.6 Polling Mode 
The default behavior for Intel SoC Watch is to minimize its own runtime impact on the system and 

thereby minimize its effect on the platform data it collects. It does so by collecting data at OS context 

switch points, which are naturally occurring wakeup points. When polling mode is selected (--polling 

option), collection is forced to occur at regular intervals. The length of the interval is set by the --

interval option, defaulting to 10 milliseconds if this option is not specified. 

Polling mode makes use of a timer to wake up the system in order to collect the data at the specified 

intervals.  This means Intel SoC Watch itself will generate interrupts, increasing the wakeup counts and 
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affecting sleep state residencies. If the interval time chosen is shorter than the current system timer 

resolution, the system timer resolution will be shortened to match it during the collection period.  The 

sleep state residencies, wakeup counts, and timer resolution reports will show the most direct impact of 

using this option, but the effect will be felt across most metrics. This option should only be used for 

specific needs and with the understanding that it will greatly increase the intrusion by the SoC Watch 

collector itself in the results. 
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6 Explanation of Reports 

6.1 Info 
Use the --info option to get information about the processor’s package and core count, GPU, ACPI C-

states available to the OS with mapping to processor C-state, auto demotion configuration, target C-

state residencies, and available P-states (and T-states). 

The general info section shows the name of the processor, number of packages in that processor, and 

the number of cores in each package.  It also shows the number of logical processors, which will be 

double the number of cores when hyper-threading is enabled.  C-states can occur at the core and 

package level. The core sleep state is limited to the shallowest sleep state of the logical processors on 

that core. The package sleep state is limited to the shallowest sleep state of all its cores.   

The OS provides hints on which sleep state (C-state) to use based on how long it expects a processor to 

be inactive using MWAIT(). The info command lists the ACPI C-states that the OS can choose from and 

provides the mapping to the processor C-state it translates to along with the worst-case latency for 

entering and exiting that state and the average power consumed while in that state.  The processor C-

state is what is shown in all of the Intel SoC Watch 

reports unless otherwise noted. 

The processor C-state configuration information 

shows the deepest (highest number) C-state for a 

package and whether or not the hardware is enabled 

to do auto demotion. Note that the deepest C-state 

may change for a mobile platform (e.g., ultra book, 

tablet) depending on whether it is running on battery 

or wall power.  Deeper sleep state may be available for 

battery power.  Auto demotion means the firmware 

may choose a shallower sleep state than requested by 

the OS. The processor may support sleep states that 

the ACPI C-states do not give the OS access to. The C 

residency report of hardware residency counts lists the 

processor sleep states and will show zero time in 

these unmapped sleep states unless auto demotion is 

enabled and maps an OS accessible state to an 

unmapped processor state. 

The target residency values are an estimate of the 

minimum time that should be spent in each sleep state 

to result in power savings.  These are the durations 

used in the calculation of the incorrect sleep states 

report shown in an idle analysis. 

The ACPI C states are made available to the OS 

via the BIOS. Windows* OS specifies these C 

state levels when suggesting the depth of sleep 

to use via MWAIT hints. A particular CPU defines 

its own sleep states with the BIOS mapping the 

standard states to the processor-specific ones 

of its choosing.  Typically, the deepest ACPI C 

state (e.g., C3) maps to the deepest sleep 

available on the CPU (e.g., C7 on Intel 

microarchitecture code name Ivy Bridge) The 

ACPI standard allows for a single level to have 

two mappings, as seen on Intel 

microarchitecture code name Clover Trail for C3 

below: 

C3: 

Worst-case enter/exit latency (us): 100 

Average power consumption when in state (mW): 100 

MWAIT hint (register): 0x30 

MWAIT hint meaning: Processor C4 (shrink) 

C3: 

Worst-case enter/exit latency (us): 140 

Average power consumption when in state (mW): 10 

MWAIT hint (register): 0x52 

MWAIT hint meaning: Processor C6 (shrink) (shrink full 

cache in one step) 

The deepest sleep of the two gets selected 

when this happens, so in this case, processor C4 

state does not get used. 
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The processor frequencies list shows the MHz rate for the 

possible P-states (performance) and T-states (thermal throttling) 

with a P or T prepended to indicate which kind of state.  The 

power consumed (in milliwatts) per second at each frequency is 

shown as well.  “N/A” is displayed when BIOS does not provide a 

watt value.  

Example: The info report shown below was collected on an Intel 

microarchitecture code name Bay Trail (Valleyview 2) platform. 

This shows hyper-threading is not enabled since there is only 1 

logical processor per core. This report includes number of 

modules per package, which is an additional grouping for energy 

power reduction introduced with the ValleyView 2 SoC. The OS 

can request processor sleep states C1, C6 and C7, and auto-

demotion is disabled.  There are no target residency values 

available for Valleyview 2. 
socwatch --info 

 

 

With Intel microarchitecture code name 

Haswell-ULT, sleep states can run as deep as 

C10. However, the energy savings for states 

C8-C10 can only be found at the Package 

level, not the Core.  Therefore, at the Core 

level there is no hardware data for states C8-

10.  The OS hint can request those states, 

but the hardware residency will collect in the 

C7 MSR.  Only the Package level will have 

actual hardware residency for C8-10 C-

states. 
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6.2 Residency Reports (C/P/S/D-states) 

CPU C-state Residency Report 
The residency report shows the percentage of time spent in each processor C-state per package, per 

module, per core, and per logical processor (when hyper-threading enabled). If you are analyzing an idle 

workload, you would use this report to see if most of the platform time was spent in the deepest 

possible sleep state. Using --max-detail causes Intel SoC Watch to collect OS data in addition to 

hardware data, enabling reports on residency from both hardware and OS perspectives, concurrency, 

and state request summary. 

The hardware report shows the residency time in each state obtained by reading the MSRs on the 

processor. The OS report (available with the --max-detail option) shows the residency percentage 

based on the OS’s trace events that report the MWAIT requests it made. The hardware and OS 

residencies in each state may not be the same.  When auto-demotion is enabled, the OS will not know if 

its sleep state request is over-ruled by the firmware.  Note that the OS events only report the residency 

requested per logical processor.  The per Core, Module, and 

Package level residency is projected based purely on that data 

with the understanding that the Core residency will be the 

shallowest of its logical processors’ sleep states, the Module 

residency is the shallowest of its cores’ sleep states, and the 

Package is the shallowest of its modules’ sleep states.  The actual 

residency shown in the HW report will generally be less for the 

deep sleep states because there are factors other than CPU 

processing activity that prevent entry into deeper states at the 

Module and Package level. 

The HW C0 and C1 states get grouped together for the Package 

and Module level and this represents the balance of time not 

spent in a deeper sleep state.  Some systems do not support a C1 

state at this level, so the time would actually be C0, as with Intel 

microarchitecture code name Bay Trail. But if a system has a C1, 

there is no HW data that allows breaking down the time between 

the two states so it is labeled in this manner.   

Example: The following report was generated on an Intel 

microarchitecture code name Bay Trail platform using the 

command shown. The report below shows the 

SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in Microsoft* Excel. 

socwatch -t 20 -f cpu-cstate 

  

The Intel microarchitecture code name 

Clover Trail processor provides hardware 

data per Package for C-states C2-C6, not per 

Core.  However, the architecture defines both 

of the Cores’ sleep states to be the same as 

the Package so the Core residency for these 

states is the same as what is shown for the 

Package. 

The Package level C0 and C1 residencies are 

not available from the hardware on Intel 

microarchitecture code name Clover Trail, so 

these fields are left blank for the Actual 

hardware column. 

Core level C0 residency data is available 

from the hardware for Intel 

microarchitecture code name Clover Trail. 
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Example: The OS residency report below is generated along with the above hardware report when 

detail is requested as shown.  In addition to the residency values, the OS report includes the CPU Core 

Concurrency summary which shows how many cores were active at the same time both as a percentage 

and time in milliseconds. It also gives the C-State Used table which shows the number of requests the 

OS made for each C state. The report below shows the SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in Microsoft* 

Excel. 
socwatch -t 20 -f cpu-cstate --max-detail  --result detail 
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CPU C-state Transition Timeline (OS data) 

The C state transitions requested by the OS are reported as a CSV-formatted timeline when using the -
-max-detail and --result detail options.  The report is written to the specified output name 

appended by _os_timeline.csv.  

The partial example report shown below was collected on an Intel microarchitecture code name Bay 

Trail system with the .csv file opened in Microsoft* Excel. The table shows the C-state at each idle 

transition (i.e., entry and exit to idle).  The cause of exiting idle is shown in the Wakeup Reasons column. 

There will be one reason for each logical processor (Lp) that came out of idle.  The number preceding 

the colon identifies which logical processor. A core will exit idle when one of its logical processors exit 

idle and a package will exit idle when one of its cores exit idle, therefore only the logical processors 

have wakeup reasons associated with them. 

Lines 1 and 2 of the table below tells us that at timestamp 95, logical processor 1 (Lp1) woke up 

(entered active state C0) from sleep state C7 due to an inter-processor interrupt (IPI) event.  You also 

see Core 1 (Cr1) transition from C7 to active C0 since Lp1 is on Core 1. There is no hyper-threading on 

this system so there is one logical process per core. At timestamp 111.7, Lp1 transitioned from the 

active state C0 back to deep sleep state C7 (also reflected in Cr1).  At timestamp 148, logical processor 

Module level sleep states are introduced on 

ValleyView 2, with two cores per module.  

There is no hardware residency data for C0 

but the Intel microarchitecture code name 

Bay Trail platform is only supporting 

Pkg/Mod C6, so we can assume any time not 

in C6 is in C0. 

Silvermont microarchitecture (found in 

ValleyView 2) is the first to provide hardware 

data for Core level C1 residency, but this has 

a 1ms update interval making the counter 

imprecise for fine-grained interval, therefore, 

Core C1 is calculated as the difference 

between hardware C0 and the sum of all 

deeper sleep states. C2 and C4 states existed 

at one time, but not used in the end. 
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2 woke up, and so on.  If more than one logical processor wakes up at the same time, multiple sets of 

[LpNum:Reason] will be shown in the Wakeup Reasons column. 

 

Hardware Data Timeline 

All of the hardware data collected is reported as an HTML and CSV-formatted timeline when using the  

--max-detail and --result detail options.  Each report is written to the output name appended 

by _hw_timeline.html and _hw_timeline.csv, respectively.  

Each line in the report shows the hardware data collected at context switch points.  Blank lines appear 

when a collection was not taken because the context switch occurred at a time less than the minimal 

interval defined for the collection.  By default, data will be collected if a minimum of 10 ms has elapsed 

since the last time of collection.  This interval can be modified using the --interval option.  Blank 

cells in a column indicated that data was not collected at that time.  Different rules determine which 

data can be or should be collected at each context switch.  For example, Core sleep states can only be 

collected for the core that did the context switch, so all other Core sleep states will have empty cells. 

The Time column shows elapsed time in microseconds since the collection was started.  The Pkg, Mod, 

Core C-state columns (Cx) show the percentage of time in that sleep state since the last collection time. 

The Core Freq columns show the frequency (in MHz) at which the CPU was running at collection time.  

These columns also contain OS requested P-state frequencies.  The OS frequencies are denoted by the 

suffix “(OS)” in the CSV file. In the HTML file you see the OS frequencies inside pink cells and all of the 

hardware data in orange cells.  The GT Media and Render C-state columns (RCxxx) show the percentage 

of time in each GPU sleep state since the last collection time, and the Media and Render Freq columns 

show the frequency at which each component of the GPU was operating (in MHz) at collection time (a 0 

value indicates that the component was inactive at that time). The Energy columns show the energy 

used since the last collection point in milli Joules (this hardware MSR is not working on some platforms, 

as documented in the release notes).  The S0ix columns show the percentage of time in that system 

sleep state since the last collection time. The xxx-bw column shows the bandwidth type collected in 

Mbytes/sec at collection time. The DunitX-SRR columns show the % of time in DRAM self-refresh mode. 

Note: The timeline will show frequency data but not show any percentage of time in a C0 state.  This 

occurs when sleep states were not collected because no idle transition occurred at the context switch. 

The active state (C0) is only shown along with sleep states (C2 and above). 
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CPU P-state Residency Report 
This residency information shows the percentage of time spent at each operating frequency (P-state) 

per core.  If thermal throttling occurred, time in T-states will be shown as well.  The HW report shows 

data obtained from hardware sources, the OS report shows data from OS event logs. The firmware can 

choose to modify the frequency requested by the OS for performance or thermal reasons.  The OS is 

unaware of those changes and therefore not reflected in its trace data. 

The report lists all possible frequencies according to the BIOS, with 0 values for frequencies that were 

not used. Frequencies labeled with P0 are turbo frequencies (i.e., those higher than the published range 

for the CPU).  P1 is the normal highest frequency, so any frequency greater than P1 will be labeled P0. 

The OS can request P0, but not a specific turbo frequency so there is no detail in the OS report as to the 

actual P0 frequency. The MHz value shown in the OS report for P0 is a fixed value defined to be greater 

than P1 (P1+1). The OS P-state Transitions report shows the number of transitions between 

frequencies as requested by the OS. 

Example: The following report was generated on an Intel microarchitecture code name Broadwell 

platform using the command shown. The report below shows the SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in a 

text editor. 
socwatch -t 20 -f cpu-pstate 
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GT C-state Behavior Report 
The summary report detailing the behavior of the GPU consists of several sections detailing sleep state 

residencies using data from the OS and H/W alike. Different platforms support varied combinations of 

these report sections based on the availability of data, but all platforms that support the –f gfx-cstate 

option will provide the GT C-state Residency report (from H/W) data at a minimum. All possible report 

sections are described below, along with a few examples of reports generated on different platforms. 

See Appendix A for a complete breakdown of the availability of each report section by platform. 

GT C-state Residency Report (H/W) 
This residency report shows the percentage of time and number of seconds spent in each sleep state 

on the graphics processor (GT).  The active state is RC0 and the sleep states are various levels of RC1 

and RC6.  Decoding occurs in the Media block and encode, color conversion, composition, scaling, etc. 

occur in the Render block. This data is collected from the GT hardware. 

GT Activity Report with Wakeups (OS) 

The GT Activity summary shows the percentage of time that the GPU is active vs. inactive based on OS 

event trace data rather than hardware residency data.  It includes a count of GT wakeups and average 

wakeup rate. It is available on all platforms when --max-detail and --result detail are 

specified.  

GT Slice Concurrency Report (H/W) 

The GT Slice Concurrency summary gives the approximation of time that multiple slices were active at 

the same time, as both a percentage and duration in milliseconds. This is an approximation because the 

hardware data used comes from sampling at context switch points. It is included on supporting 

platforms when --max-detail is specified.  

 Slices are autonomous units within the GT graphics processor, analogous to cores in a package. The 

number of slices varies with GT SKU.  The “ * ” in the # Active Slices column indicates time in which the 

number of slices active cannot be determined.  (Note: The accuracy of the slice concurrency can be 

improved by setting the minimum collection interval to 0, causing this data to be collected at every 

context switch, but doing so will increase collection overhead.) 

Example: The following report was generated on an Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail 

platform using the command shown. The report below shows the SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in 

Microsoft* Excel. 

socwatch -t 20 -f gfx-cstate 
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Example: The following report was generated on an Intel microarchitecture code name Haswell-ULT 

platform running a video workload using the command shown.  It includes the GT Activity and GT Slice 

Concurrency reports because of the request for a detailed collection and result.  The report below 

shows the SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in Microsoft* Excel.  

socwatch -t 60 -f gfx-cstate --max-detail --result detail 
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GT Frequency H/W Residency Report 
This residency report shows the processor frequencies GT was observed running at and percentage of 

time in each. This data is collected from the GT hardware on some Atom and core platforms. (See 

Appendix A for list of supported platforms.) The frequency requested by the OS is listed for some 

platforms as well. Currently, these include the Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail platforms. 

Example: The following report was generated on an Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail 

platform using the command shown. The report below shows the SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in 

Microsoft* Excel. The 0 time values in the Media column are due to rounding of very small values 

because of very little activity. A gap in the Requested Frequency column occurs when there are more 

than one requested frequencies that map to an observed frequency. 
socwatch -t 20 -f gfx-pstate 

 

Example: The following report was generated on an Intel microarchitecture code name Broadwell 

platform using the command shown. The report below shows the SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in 

Microsoft* Excel. 

socwatch -t 20 -f gfx-pstate 

 

D0ix-state Residency Report 
The residency information shows the percentage of time spent in each of the D0ix states per device.  

D0ix states are low-power statues used on SoC platforms.  The information available for D0ix residency 

varies for each SoC resulting in different reports as described below. 
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Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail Platforms: The Intel microarchitecture code name 

Valleyview 2 SoC in Bay Trail platforms does not have any driver emitting device state change 

information.  The only option is to sample the device states during the collection and extrapolate the 

residency based on that data.  However, the Intel SoC Watch sampling interval is irregular because it 

occurs at context switch points to avoid causing wakeups. The residency calculation has to try to 

account for the situation where fewer samples will be taken during lengthy deep sleep periods, as in the 

case of entering connected standby where the OS only awakens at 30 second intervals.  To help the 

user judge the relevancy of the residency calculation, the summary report includes the number of 

samples in each state per device, along with the average and max internal between the samples. If  

--result detail is used, the actual samples collected are written to a timeline report called 

_device_tl.csv.   Hint: Collecting the timer-resolution feature at the same time with --result 
detail will provide the timestamps on when timer resolution changes occur, including the change to 30 

seconds when entering connected standby, which can be correlated with the device state change 

sample report. 

Example: The following report was generated on an Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail 

platform across connected standby using the command shown. The report below shows the 

SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in Microsoft* Notepad. 

socwatch -t 600 -f nc-dstate --connected-standby 
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D-state Residency Report 
The residency information shows the percentage of time spent in each of the ACPI defined D states for 

each device on the platform.  During the collection, if no state change occurs for a device that is in D3 at 

the start of the collection, it is not possible to determine whether that device is in the D3 hot or cold 

state.  When this occurs, the residency percentage is displayed between the D3Hot and D3Cold 

columns. The Device Class name is given in addition to the Friendly Name for each device. The friendly 

name is left blank when one was not provided by the device in the event trace.  This residency data is 

obtained from OS event trace data.  

Component F-state residency is included in the D-state report when the --result detail option is 

used. Components are individual entities that are part of a device and may be shared among devices in 

the system. The F-state residency for each component of the device is shown. A device is considered 

active (in D0 state) if any of its components are active (in F0 state), analogous to the relationship 

between a package and its CPU cores.  A component was in a sleep state if there is residency in state F1 

or above.  Devices that only have one component do not show F-state since the D-state is sufficient. 

Devices that do not participate in the Windows* OS power management framework do not have F-

states, so these do not show F-state either. 

Example: The following partial report was generated on an Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail 

platform using the command shown. The report below shows the SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in 

Microsoft* Excel, but has been truncated. 
socwatch -t 20 -f acpi-dstate 
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Example: The following partial report was generated on an Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail 

platform running Windows* 8.1 OS, using the command shown.  The report below shows the 

SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in Microsoft* Excel, but has lines of devices removed in order to show 

device with multiple components in a smaller space. 
socwatch -t 20 -f acpi-dstate --result details 
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S0ix-state Residency Report 
The residency information shows the percentage of time and seconds the system spent in each of the 

S0ix states and is only available on SoC platforms that support connected standby. Use of --max-
detail will cause the collected S0ix states to be included in the hardware data timeline. The residency 

values are obtained from hardware. Windows* OS uses ACPI S-state S3 on systems that do not support 

connected standby, in which case the S-state residency report is available. 

Example: The following report was generated on an Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail 

platform using the command shown. The report below shows the SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in 

Microsoft* Excel. S0iR state is the ready state, as in ready to transition to deeper sleep. The counter unit 

is the rate at which the individual S0ix state residency counters increment when the system is residing in 

an S0ix state. 

socwatch -t 10 -f sstate 
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S-state Residency Report 
The residency information shows the percentage of time and seconds spent in each of the ACPI defined 

system sleep states. The residency values are determined using the OS events. There is no additional 

detail for this metric. 

This report is only available for platforms that do not support connected standby. When connected 

standby is supported, the S3 state is not used by the Windows* OS, in which case the S0ix-state 

residency report is available. 

Example: The following report was generated on an Intel microarchitecture code name Ivy Bridge 

platform using the command shown. The report below shows the SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in 

Microsoft* Excel.  

socwatch -t 10 -f sstate 

 

 

6.3 C-state Idle & Wakeup Analysis Reports 
When collecting CPU C-state residencies with maximum detail, analysis can be done regarding time in 

idle and causes of wakeup from idle.  Idle time reports are an analysis of the duration of sleep states (C-

states) and frequency of transitions in/out of the busy state (C0).  The wakeup analysis reports show a 

variety of breakdowns of the wakeup reasons across platform and per process that help identify the 

type and source of frequent wakeups which may have been indicated by the idle analysis reports. This 

analysis is based on ETW events logged by the OS. 
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Example: All of the following idle and wakeup analysis reports are generated using the command 

shown. Output will be found in SOCWatchOutput.txt. 

socwatch -t 20 -f cpu-cstate --max-detail --result detail 

Histogram of Idle Time 
The idle time histogram shows whether the majority of sleep time is spent in long durations or short 

durations.  Idle times of long durations are good because they provide opportunity for deeper sleeps 

where higher power savings can be found.  Short idle times don’t make the longer latency of 

entering/exiting the deepest sleep states cost effective. 

Time durations are bucketed into fixed lengths that align with WPA reports. The idle time in each 

bucket is broken down by the sleep state (C-state) that the OS requested and shown for the core level 

and package level. The column Incomplete Duration captures the partial idle time data acquired at the 

start and end of collection that cannot be properly attributed to a bucket. This is included to show that 

all time and percentages are accounted for when totaling the numbers.  (The sample output below does 

not show all columns, additional buckets of greater length and the Incomplete Duration column are 

omitted due to formatting for this page.) 

 

Idle Bucket Hit Count Total is the number of times the length of idle duration fell within the bucket 

range shown in the column header. The percentage of hits in this bucket out of all idle hits is shown 

adjacent in parenthesis.  Idle Bucket Time Total is the sum of idle time in each bucket. The percentage 

of idle time in this bucket over the duration of the collection is shown adjacent in parenthesis. Partial 

idle times seen at the beginning and end of a collection period are put in the Incomplete Duration 

column. (These partial times result in discrepancies with the durations shown for OS hint residencies, 
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but fade to insignificance as the length of the collection increases.) Total Idle Time is the sum of all idle 

time during the collection (i.e., sum of all idle bucket time totals). Average Idle Time is the average 

duration of idle times (total idle time/total idle hit count).  

The data is presented per total logical processors, per core, and per package. Logical processors 

correspond one-to-one with physical cores unless hyper-threading is enabled, in which case there will 

be two logical processors per physical core.  When hyper-threading is enabled, both logical processors 

must be idle before their corresponding core is idle.  Because of this, the sum of the idle times in each 

bucket for cores will not equal the total shown for logical processors in that same bucket.  The core hit 

counts show how many times both of its logical processors (i.e. threads) were idle simultaneously for 

the bucketed duration.  Likewise, all the cores in a package must be idle for a package to enter idle, 

therefore the package hit counts show how many times all cores were idle simultaneously for the 

bucketed duration. 

The idle time histogram is based on the idle entry and exit events logged by the OS. 

Histogram of Busy Time (Intervals between idles) 
The busy time histogram shows whether the majority of busy time is spent in long durations or short 

durations.  Busy times of short durations and sleep times of short duration (see Histogram of Idle Time) 

are not likely to yield efficiency in power consumption. 

Time durations are bucketed into fixed lengths that align with WPA reports. The analysis is reported at 

the logical processor level, core level, and package level.  The column Incomplete Duration captures 

the partial busy time data acquired at the start and end of collection that cannot be properly attributed 

to a bucket. This is included to show that all time and percentages are accounted for when totaling the 

numbers.  (The sample output below does not show all columns, additional buckets of greater length 

and the Incomplete Duration column are omitted due to formatting for this page.)  

 

The busy time histogram is based on the idle entry and exit events logged by the OS. 
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Incorrect C-State Used  
The incorrect C-state summary shows how often the C state requested by the OS was not ideal given 

the actual length of time spent in a particular C state.  The analysis is based on the target residency 

estimates given in the info report.  The OS Hint column shows each C state requested by the OS and the 

Preferred column gives the better state choices.  (This report is not available on Intel microarchitecture 

code name Bay Trail platforms due to missing target residency data for the platform.) 

  

Wasted Power shows the number of instances that the residency in a C-state was less than the target 

residency threshold for that state, which means it cost more to enter and exit the state than was saved 

by being there. Opportunity Lost shows the number of instances where the length of idle time in a C-

state exceeded the minimum target residency threshold for a deeper sleep state, implying missed 

opportunity for saving power by going into a deeper sleep. Total shows the total number of instances in 

the C-state shown. The adjacent percentage (% of Poor Decision) is the total of instances in Wasted 

Power and Opportunity Lost over all instances in the state.  The OS Hint C-State column reflects the 

state requested by the OS and the Preferred C-State column indicates the deepest hardware state with 

a minimum target residency threshold below the idle duration time. The Instances column is the 

number of times the idle duration would better fit a different C-state’s target residency. The percentage 

of instances over all instances in that state is shown adjacent in parenthesis.  Total Idle Duration is the 
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total idle time for the instances spent in a poor choice of states.  The adjacent percentage is the total 

idle durations over the entire idle duration spent in that state. 

 

The incorrect C-state summary is based on the idle entry and exit events logged by the OS. 

Histogram of Sleep Duration before Rescheduling 
The histogram of sleep durations shows if the majority of inactive (wait) time for a particular process is 

of short or long durations. It is intended to find applications with high frequency of short wait periods 

followed by work. Time durations are bucketed into fixed lengths that align with WPA reports. The first 

column of numbers shows the total count and total time for each process. Use these numbers to 

calculate the percentage of hits and time per bucket so that you can judge importance relative to one 

another.  The last column, Incomplete Duration, captures the partial busy time data acquired at the 

start and end of collection that cannot be properly attributed to a bucket. This is included to show that 

all time and percentages are accounted for when totaling the numbers. (All columns are not shown 

below in order to format to this page.) 

 

 

This analysis is based on context-switch events logged by the OS. 

Histogram of Busy Duration Right After Wakeup 
The histogram of busy duration shows if the majority of active time that immediately follows a wakeup 

for a particular process is of short or long durations.  This does not include all active time for the 

process.  It is intended to help find applications that cause many wakeups with very short periods of 

work in between.  Time durations are bucketed into fixed lengths that align with WPA reports.  The first 

column of numbers shows the total count and total time for each process. Use these numbers to 

calculate the percentage of hits and time per bucket so that you can judge importance relative to one 

another.  The last column, Incomplete Duration, captures the partial busy time data acquired at the 

start and end of collection that cannot be properly attributed to a bucket. This is included to show that 

all time and percentages are accounted for when totaling the numbers. (All columns are not shown 

below in order to format to this page.) 

This analysis is based on context-switch events logged by the OS. 
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Histogram of Overall Busy Duration 
The overall busy duration histogram shows the total number of times a process was scheduled to run, 

including all context switches, not just the ones that occurred right after a wakeup. It can show 

processes that are frequently running in very short bursts (those with high counts in the first few 

columns) for reasons other than wakeups (i.e., the difference between hit counts seen in the Overall 

Busy Duration histogram and Busy Duration Right After Wakeup histogram).  When the  

--process-names option (-pn) is used, the Call Stacks at Context Switches report is shown as well, 

listing the process’ call stacks at the time of each context switch.  Time durations are bucketed into fixed 

lengths that align with WPA reports. . The first column of numbers shows the total count and total time 

for each process. Use these numbers to calculate the percentage of hits and time per bucket so that you 

can judge importance relative to one another.  The last column, Incomplete Duration, captures the 

partial busy time data acquired at the start and end of collection that cannot be properly attributed to a 

bucket. This is included to show that all time and percentages are accounted for when totaling the 

numbers. (All columns are not shown below in order to format to this page.) 

This analysis is based on context-switch events logged by the OS. 

Call Stacks at Context Switches (per Thread)  
The Call Stacks at Context Switches report is shown when option --query-name (-q) is used.  It is a 

companion to the Histogram of Overall Busy Duration.  It lists the specified processes’ call stacks at the 

time of every context switch summarized in that histogram.  Call stacks in wait/sleep functions are likely 

those associated with wakeups.  A call stack may show a thread was in a wait/sleep function even 

though it was not associated with a wakeup. 

The process name and process ID is listed for each process specified with the -q option, followed by 

the call stacks for each thread in the process.  The thread ID is shown in brackets followed by the total 

number of call stacks (= total number of context switches).  The count value in parenthesis shown at the 

top of each stack indicates how many times that call stack occurred.  
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Wakeup Events Summary 
This summary report shows the number of times each type of wakeup occurred per package, core, and 

logical processor.  It also gives the average number of wakeups per second.  Since several events can 

coalesce into a single wakeup, the TotalWakeupEvents values can exceed the TotalWakeups. The 

wakeup types include: UNKNOWN (OS does not log a wakeup reason event between exiting idle and re-

entering idle), inter-processor interrupt (IPI), deferred procedure calls (DPC),  hardware interrupts (INT), 

clock interrupts (CLK), and ready events (RDY).  Additional reports provide further detail on each type of 

event. 
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Wakeup Events by Previous Idle Duration  
This report shows how frequently each type of wakeup occurred after idle durations of various lengths 

in order to identify the type of wakeups associated with short sleep durations. Time durations are 

bucketed into the same fixed lengths used in other analysis reports. The row Incomplete Duration 

captures the partial busy time data acquired at the start and end of collection that cannot be properly 

attributed to a bucket. This is included to show that all time and percentages are accounted for when 

totaling the numbers. 
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Wakeup Events by Busy Duration Right After Wakeups  
This report shows how frequently each type of wakeup occurred prior to busy durations of various 

lengths in order to identify the type of wakeups followed by short work periods. Time durations are 

bucketed into the same fixed lengths used in other analysis reports.  The row Incomplete Duration 

captures the partial busy time data acquired at the start and end of collection that cannot be properly 

attributed to a bucket. This is included to show that all time and percentages are accounted for when 

totaling the numbers. 
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Inter-processor Interrupt Statistics  
This report shows the total inter-processor interrupts (IPI) received by each logical processor and the 

percentage of those interrupts that caused wakeups at the logical processor, core, and package level.  

 

 

Wakeup by Deferred Procedure Call Routines  
This report identifies the deferred procedure calls of the DPC wakeup events. 
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Wakeup by HW Interrupts  
This report identifies the Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) for each of the hardware interrupts (INT) per 

logical processors, cores, and packages. 

 

Wakeup by Clock Interrupts  
This report indicates the level of coalesced timers that is occurring by showing the number of timers 

that expired in a given clock interrupt. If the OS trace event indicated that a timer expired, but none was 

found, it gets included in the 0 Timers category.  
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Deferred Routine of Expired Timer at Wakeup by Clock 
Interrupt  
This report shows the routines that were deferred by timers that expired. To see the call stack that set 

the expired timer, specify the name of a deferred routine using the --symbol-name (-sn) option when 

requesting the wakeup report. 

 

Wakeup by Readied Thread with Thread Wait Reasons  
This report summarizes the reasons a thread was in a wait state prior to wakeup.  The process ID of 

each process is shown in ()’s after the name.  If the --query-name (-q) option is specified, this report is 

filtered to show only the threads for the named process. The number of wakeups per logical processors 

(LPs), cores, and packages are shown for each wait reason. This report may help identify contention or 

frequent waits of a particular type that can be coalesced to reduce the wakeups. (TBD: Interpret thread 

wait reasons, Win8 ETW documentation does not explain them at this time.) 
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Wakeup By Readied Thread per Stack  
This report shows all the readied thread calls stacks for the process specified with the --query-name  

(-q) option. The call stack of the readying thread (READIED BY) is shown in addition to the call stack of 

the thread that is awakened (WAKEUP AT).  These call stacks only appear when specific processes are 

chosen.  

 

6.4 Thread Wait Analysis Reports 
To learn which timers or other ready-thread (synchronization) events occur most frequently, specify the 

thread-wait feature during collection.  Ordered (ranked) lists of total timer expirations per process and 

ready-thread events per process are shown in the summary report. When --result detail is 

specified, each unique callstack is shown for each event along with the number of times that callstack 

occurred. Use the --query-name (-q) option to filter the output so that it includes only timers and 
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ready-thread events associated with the process of interest. This analysis is based on ETW events 

logged by the OS. 

Two threads are associated with ready-thread events, the one causing the event (readying thread, or 

source) and the one waiting on the event (readied thread, or target). The summary report breaks down 

the ready-event process lists by source and target. For callstack reports, he readied thread callstack is 

shown indented from the readying thread callstack. 

Example: The summary thread wait analysis report below was generated on an Intel microarchitecture 

code name Bay Trail tablet using the command shown.  The report below shows the 

SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in Microsoft* Excel.  

socwatch -t 20 -f thread-wait  
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6.5 Syscall Analysis Reports 
This report lets you see system calls that are occurring frequently. The summary report shows the top 

10 most frequently called syscalls and a list of processes ordered by the number of system calls each 

made.  The --result detail option includes the complete list of syscalls made.  Use the --query-
name (-q) option to get call stacks and filter the output so that it includes only syscall events associated 
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with the process name or system call name specified.  Each unique call stack for a system call is shown. 

This analysis is based on ETW events logged by the OS. 

Example: The summary syscall analysis report below was generated on an Intel microarchitecture code 

name Bay Trail tablet using the command shown. The report below shows the SOCWatchOutput.csv 

opened in Microsoft* Excel. 

socwatch -t 60 -f syscall  
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6.6 Timer Resolution Report 
The Timer Resolution report shows application requests to change the resolution of the timer and a 

summary of the amount of time spent at each resolution. The range shows the minimum and maximum 

allowed values (set in BIOS).  The summary report shows the total percentage of time and seconds 

spent at each resolution. 

The detail report (use the --result detail option) writes a 

timeline to _timerres_tl.csv that shows each request. The 

Current Resolution value at timestamp 0 is the resolution 

setting at the time the collection began.  The Requested 

Resolution at timestamp 0 is the last request to set the timer 

resolution.  If the values match, it is likely, but not certain, that 

the application associated with the request caused that 

setting.  Since the timer is for the entire system, only one 

resolution can be in effect at a time.  When multiple requests 

overlap, the timer gets set to the highest resolution (smallest 

value) of the requests. A value is recorded in the Current 

Resolution column each time a request results in a change.  The EndRequest value in the Requested 

Resolution column indicates the application ended its request for a timer change (e.g., calling 

timeEndPeriod()).  After an EndRequest, the current resolution reverts to the last request for a lower 

resolution (higher value) that has not ended.  The default resolution is 15.6ms when no change is in 

effect. 

While in connected standby the resolution will be changed to 30 seconds by the OS, this timer 

resolution change is marked by Enter/Exit Connected Standby remarks in the Application Name 

column. The Enter/Exit Idle Resiliency events delimit the precise time spent in Connect Standby.  The 

time between the Connected Standby entry and Idle Resiliency entry is the time spent preparing the 

platform to go to deep sleep. 

Example: The timer resolution reports below were generated on an Intel microarchitecture code name 

Bay Trail tablet using the command shown. The summary output will be found in 
SOCWatchOutput.csv, and the detail report in the SOCWatchOutput_timerres.csv file. 

socwatch -t 20 -f timer-resolution --result detail 

The summary report: 

 

When running Windows* OS Modern UI 

applications (aka ‘Metro’ apps), timer 

resolution changes can occur that do not 

appear in this report because they are not 

recorded in the Win8 event trace log.  
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The detailed report: 

 

6.7 Energy Report 
This report shows the energy consumed by the platform during the collection period (in Joules). An 

estimate of platform energy consumption is obtained by sampling the battery capacity at the beginning 

and end of collection and converting the difference into units of Joules. The total package energy 

consumed (obtained from a hardware MSR) is also given, along with a breakdown of that total between 

CPU and GPU if available. The un-core power is the difference. The energy report includes a description 

of the system battery, if present. 

Note: The energy MSRs provided on some platforms are not accurately reporting energy consumption, 

so Intel SoC Watch has disabled its reporting of those values on the suspect platforms. Package, GT, 

and IA energy MSRs are only available for Intel microarchitecture code name Sandy Bridge/Ivy Bridge.  

NOTE: If the computer was plugged in to AC power at any point during the collection, the battery capacity is 
not a reliable indicator of energy consumption and Intel SoC Watch will not report a platform energy 
estimate. 

Example: The energy report below was collected on an IvyBridge system and is generated using the 

command shown. The report below shows the SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in a text editor.  

socwatch -t 30 -f energy 
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6.8 Thermal Data Report 
The thermal data report shows temperatures (in degrees Celsius). Core temperature is available on all 

platforms.  SoC temperature is only available on Atom platforms. 

The Core thermal data includes the minimum, maximum, and average temperature readings per core. 

The total number of reads that occurred (during context switch points) is included along with the 

settings for thermal max and range and thresholds.  The Core data also includes summary counts of 

several thermal events that may occur.  The events are listed in the Event Legend above the report and 

there is a column for each. The first number shows total number of times that event was in effect when 

checked (i.e., when read) followed by the number of times the event had occurred since the last check.  

The SoC thermal data includes the minimum, maximum, and average temperature readings per DTS 

(the points on the SoC that provide the thermal data).  The calibration value read from the hardware 

and used to calculate the temperatures is shown (calibration value - thermal value read = temperature). 

Example: The thermal report below was collected on an Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail 

system and is generated using the command shown. The report below shows the 

SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in Microsoft* Excel.  

socwatch -t 20 -f core-temp -f soc-temp 
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6.9 DRAM Self Refresh Residency Report 
This report gives the percentage of time the system’s DRAM was doing self-refresh during the 

collection. The system’s DRAM will enter a low power self-refresh mode when it is not actively being 

utilized. DRAM self-refresh residency should be high during idle workloads. DRAM is expected to enter 

self-refresh only when all cores are in C6 (no longer will occur while in C0). Due to hardware limitations, 

only one bandwidth or self-refresh type can be collected at a time. (Only supported on Intel 

microarchitecture code name Bay Trail platform.) A summary of the DRAM frequency residencies during 

the collection is also included at the end of this report as supplementary information on DRAM 

behavior. 

Example: The DRAM self-refresh report below was collected on an Intel microarchitecture code name 

Bay Trail system and is generated using the command shown. The report below shows the 

SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in Microsoft* Excel.  

socwatch -t 30 -f dram-srr 
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6.10 Bandwidth Report 
The bandwidth reports provide different types of memory bandwidth information.  For big core, only 

total memory bandwidth is available (-f ddr-bw).   

The individual memory agent (CPU, display, ISP, graphic, and IO) reports are only available for the 

BayTrail platform SoC.  Due to hardware limitations, only one bandwidth or self-refresh type can be 

collected at a time.  Following are the bandwidth types to choose from: 

 ddr-bw (total memory bandwidth, public data) 

 cpu-ddr-bw (CPU to memory bandwidth) 

 disp-ddr-bw (display to memory bandwidth) 

 isp-ddr-bw (camera to memory bandwidth) 

 gfx-ddr-bw (graphics to memory bandwidth) 

 io-bw (IO bandwidth) 

The total memory bandwidth report on Atom processors shows the transaction rate for 64-byte reads 

and writes only. The individual SoC memory agent reports give the Mbytes/sec for 32-byte and 64-byte 

reads and writes. There are no 32-byte transactions on the Valleyview2 platforms so no information is 

lost. To collect approximate bandwidth information for all SoC agents simultaneously, use the all-
approx-bw feature described in the Bandwidth Approximation Report. 

Example: The total memory bandwidth report below was collected on an Intel microarchitecture code 

name Bay Trail system and shows the SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in Microsoft* Excel. 

socwatch -t 12 -f ddr-bw 
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On big core, the total bandwidth is obtained from hardware MMIO registers.  There is no precise 

breakdown for the different bandwidth types (IA, GT, IO) in this case, but an approximation can be 

made.  These are an approximation because there is no separation of partial requests, which might be 

combined into fewer overall requests, resulting in a higher bandwidth than actual.  

Example: The total memory bandwidth report below was collected on an Intel microarchitecture code 

name Ivy Bridge system (big core) generated using the command shown. The report below shows the 

SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in Microsoft* Excel. 

socwatch -t 10 -f ddr-bw 
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6.11 Bandwidth Approximation Report 
The bandwidth approximation report obtains the memory bandwidth for all SoC memory agents in a 

single collection (from the SoC T-unit), at the cost of precision of that data.  All transactions are counted 

and assumed to be 64 bytes regardless of actual size.  Since 32-byte transfers and partial requests are 

infrequent, the bandwidth calculated using just 64-btye transfers is believed to be a reasonable 

approximation.  Use this approximation report to get the general idea of what the bandwidth is for all 

the SoC memory agents, then select specific bandwidth types (agents) to zero in on one at a time using 

the precise bandwidth data (from the B-unit) as described in the Bandwidth Report.  For instance, 

scenarios where an IO driver is frequently using partial requests will produce over counting. The 

approximation can be checked by using io-ddr-bw to collect the B-unit bandwidth with 64-byte and 

32-byte reads and writes reported separately. (Available on Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail 

platforms only.) 

This data is expressed in MB/sec.  The Module data combined approximates the CPU to DDR memory 

bandwidth.  Gfx (graphics), display, ISP, and IO are each the approximation of that agent to DDR 

memory bandwidth. VED is the video acceleration playback device from Imagination technologies used 

in Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail platforms to run media that is in VP8 format (vs. using 

GT).  There is no precise bandwidth data option for VED. 

Example: The approximate memory bandwidth report below was collected on an Intel 

microarchitecture code name Bay Trail system with a VP8 media workload and is generated using the 

command shown. The report below shows the SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in Microsoft* Excel.  

socwatch -t 30 -f all-approx-bw 

 

 

6.12 Battery Life Report 
The option –f battery has been temporarily disabled in Intel SoC Watch v1.7 because the data source 

supplying information for this report may be inaccurate. A platform energy usage summary is now 

available as part of the –f energy option to replace the battery report. This energy metric is computed 

by sampling the overall battery capacity at the beginning and end of collection. See 6.7Energy Report 

for more information. 
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6.13 CPU & GPU Concurrency Report 
This concurrency report summarizes the active time of the CPU and GPU based on OS event trace data.  

 CPU only shows the total time the CPU was active while the GPU was not active, during the 

collection period.   

 GPU only shows the total time the GT was active while the CPU was not active.  

 Both shows the total time both CPU and GPU were active at the same time. 

 Neither shows when both were inactive at the same time. 

Example: The concurrency report below was collected on an Intel microarchitecture code name Skylake 

system. The report shows the SOCWatchOutput.csv opened in Microsoft* Excel. 

socwatch -t 30 -f cpu-gpu-concurrency 

  

6.14 Collection Statistics 
Statistics on context-switch sampling are available for every hardware-based metric, and they can be 

found at the end of the summary report. The collection statistics report includes information about the 

number of sampling points and time intervals between samples for each feature collected. 

Example: The collection statistics below result from a collection on an IvyBridge system using the 

command shown. This information is located at the end of the summary file, SOCWatchOutput.csv.  
socwatch -t 20 --f sys 
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Appendix A Intel SoC Watch Reports by 
Platform and Data Source 
The following table below lists all reports generated by Intel SoC Watch for Windows* OS, highlighting 

the source of the data that is used to produce this report.  Other columns list code names of core and 

Atom processors supported by Intel SoC Watch and indicate which features are enabled on each 

platform.  (Note that Valleyview2 is the SoC in the Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail 

platform.) 

See below for a legend explaining column entries. 
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CPU C-state Residency Both Y • • • • • • • • • 

CPU C-state Transition Timeline OS Y • • • • • • • • • 

CPU P-state Residency Both Y • • • • • • • • • 

GT C-state Residency H/W Y  • • • • • • •  

GT Slice Concurrency H/W Y    • •     

GT Activity and Wakeups OS Y • • • • • • • • • 

GT Frequency Residency H/W Y     • • • •  

NC D0ix-state Residency H/W Y        • • 

SC D0ix-state Residency H/W Y          

D-state Residency OS Y • • • • • • • • • 

S0ix-state Residency H/W Y        • • 

S-state Residency OS Y • • • • • • •   

CPU C-state Idle and Wakeup 

Analysis 

OS Y • • • • • • • • • 

Thread Wait Analysis OS Y • • • • • • • • • 

Syscall Analysis OS Y • • • • • • • • • 

Timer Resolution OS Y • • • • • • • • • 

Energy Consumption -  PKG/IA/GT H/W Y  • •       

Energy Consumption -  Platform OS Y • • • • • • • • • 

Thermal Data H/W Y • • • • • • ? • • 

DRAM Self-Refresh Residency VISA Y        •  

Bandwidth  H/W (VISA on Atom) Y  • • • • • • •  
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Legend 

OS Data is obtained from Windows Event Trace (ETW) logs 

H/W Data is obtained from hardware sources on the platform 

Both Comparable data is obtained from both OS and hardware sources 

• Feature is enabled on this processor 

? Feature is expected to be enabled on this processor, but is not at this time 

 

 

 

Bandwidth Approximation H/W (VISA on Atom) Y        •  

CPU & GPU Concurrency - OS OS Y • • • • • • • • • 
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Appendix B  Previous Release Notes 

Version 1.8.1 
Update 1.8.1 of Intel SoC Watch for Windows* OS reports more details on bandwidth, frequency, and 

interrupt statistics and fixes several issues observed in the previous release. 

New 
 Added read/write transaction count to all bandwidth reports. Counts for read and write 

transactions are included in all bandwidth reports and in the hardware timeline for Atom 

platforms as well as core.  

 Wakeup analysis report now includes statistics on all DPC and HW interrupts. Total interrupt 

counts are available for DPC and HW interrupts, along with details on how many of these 

interrupts resulted in wakeups at the logical processor, core, and package levels. This analysis 

can be found in the detailed text file when –f cpu-cstate –m –r detail is used. 

 Hardware timeline now includes information on GPU Utilization as reported by the OS. The OS 

event data on GPU utilization is now written to the hardware timeline to allow easier correlation 

with the hardware data. This data is available with –f gfx –m –r detail. 

 Fixed issues impacting hardware timeline data for CPU C-State data at the package/module 

level. On some platforms, package and module C-State residency columns in the hardware 

timeline were not aligned correctly with the report header in the previous release. In addition, 

some timeline reports contained rows with “empty” residencies totaling to 0%. Both of these 

problems have been corrected in this update.  

 Fixed number formatting issue that appeared in some reports. Floating point numbers in some 

reports were printed as “-1#.J” due to a formatting issue that has been addressed.  

 Added workaround to recognize collision with GFX/ISP drivers in reading data via the 

sideband. Bandwidth and DRAM self-refresh metrics collected by Intel SoC Watch are read from 

locations that are shared with some GFX/ISP drivers. If a collision occurs, poor camera 

performance may be observed and bandwidth data could be corrupted. Intel SoC Watch now 

counts instances of lost bandwidth data, repors a warning if a collision has occurred, and the 

bad data read during a collision is not used in the Intel SoC Watch calculations.  A fix is under 

investigation. 
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Version 1.8 
The v1.8 release of Intel SoC Watch for Windows* OS introduces support for GPU metrics, revises the 

energy feature, adds time and collection statistics to the summary report, and offers new flexibility in 

limiting overhead and customizing reporting for your workload. 

Visit Appendix A for a summary of reports available, their data source, and platforms that support that 

data. 

New 
 GPU metrics are now available for all supported platforms. Intel SoC Watch now supports 

collection of GPU C-State Residencies (–f gfx-cstate) and GPU P-State Residencies (-f gfx-

pstate) on most platforms. Both metrics can be collected using the group name –f gfx. GPU C-

State information is collected from both H/W and OS sources, and P-States are collected from 

the hardware. See GT C-State Behavior Report and GT Frequency H/W Residency for details on 

the collection methods and information available in these reports.  

 Revised support for hardware energy metrics. The energy MSRs provided on some platforms 
are not accurately reporting energy consumption, so Intel SoC Watch has disabled its reporting 
of those values on the suspect platforms. Package, GT, and IA energy MSRs are only available for 
SandyBridge/IvyBridge.  

 New reporting options are available. The report types snap-sum, hw-only, and tl-compress 
have been added to the --result option as methods of reducing the data processing time and 
report file sizes. Using snap-sum will result in a summary file without processing any ETW traces, 
and hw-only will only process the hardware ETW trace. Use tl-compress to reduce the 
number of entries in the hardware timeline by aggregating CPU C-State data over larger 
intervals. See Reporting Options for details. 

 Added options to control ETW buffering parameters. The advanced options --etw-user-
buffers and --etw-kernel-buffers enable customization of ETW buffer settings to adjust 
Intel SoC Watch’s memory usage vs. disk access overhead. These should be used with great care 
to avoid lost events. See Advanced Options for more information on usage.  

 Increased flexibility in selecting level of callstack detail. The advanced option --no-callstack 
has been modified to exclude all stackwalk events. When used, the query option cannot be used 
to filter reports. The old functionality is now captured in the new option name --less-
callstack which gathers only enough stackwalk information to perform wakeup and thread 
wait analysis and enable the query filter. See Advanced Options for details. 

 Collection statistics always available. The context-switch sampling statistics previously available 
with the advanced option –collection-statistics are now shown at the end of the 
summary report by default whenever hardware metrics have been sampled. That advanced 
option has been removed. See Collection Statistics for an example. 

 Added time values to residency reports. Residency reports in the summary file for GPU and CPU 
C- and P-States now list time values for residencies in addition to percentages.  

 Fixed several issues resulting in huge residency values seen in the hw_timeline report. 
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 Added D-Unit frequency summary report to DRAM Self Refresh report. See DRAM Self Refresh 
Residency for details.  

 

Version 1.7 
The v1.7 release of Intel Intel SoC Watch for Windows* OS includes improvements to the energy report 

to replace the battery summary, detailed IPI statistics in the wakeup report, and several improvements 

to the summary report.  Visit Appendix A for a summary of reports available, their data source, and 

platforms that support that data. 

New 
 Replaced battery summary report with platform energy snapshots. The option –f battery 

has been temporarily disabled in Intel Intel SoC Watch v1.7 because the data source supplying 

information for this report may be inaccurate. A platform energy usage summary is now 

available as part of the –f energy option to replace the battery report. This energy metric is 

computed by sampling the overall battery capacity at the beginning and end of collection. See 

Energy Report for more information. 

 Complete P-State table available on all HSW-ULT/BDW. OS P-State transition requests and the 

ACPI P-State table may not be exposed on some HSW-ULT/BDW system. Prior releases of Intel 

Intel SoC Watch reported that the P-State table was not available on these systems, but v1.7 can 

now retrieve the table using hardware parameters and provide more complete reports for 

hardware-based residencies. OS P-State residencies are not available on systems that do not 

expose the ACPI table. 

 Added collection command line to summary report. The command used to generate a Intel 

Intel SoC Watch collection is now saved at the beginning of the summary report for easy 

reference.  

 Added IPI statistics to detailed wakeup report. The wakeup report produced with –f cpu –m –

r detail now includes statistics on inter-processor interrupts. This report shows the total IPIs 

received by each logical processor and the percentage that caused wakeups at the logical 

processor, core, and package level.  

 Enabled advanced option --collection-statistics.  Intel Intel SoC Watch collection 

statistics were repaired and are available once again with the advanced option --collection-

statistics.   

 Corrected residency values reported in D-State summary. An issue was discovered in ACPI D-

State residency computations that caused residency values reported to be inaccurate in 
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previous releases. This has been corrected in v1.7 and we advise against using the D-State 

report from prior versions of Intel Intel SoC Watch. 

 Reduced occurrence of high outlier data in Hardware Data Timeline. On occasion very high 

values were observed for some data points in the Hardware Timeline when data events were 

delivered out-of-order. Version 1.7 corrects this issue by enforcing ordered event delivery. 

Outlier data points may still occur for CPU C-State residencies when the time interval between 

sampling points is very small, but this is expected to be very infrequent.  

 Added missing residency and bandwidth data to the automation summary output. The Pkg 

C0/C1 residency and bandwidth data are now included in the automation summary csv file. 

 

Known Issues 
 The H/W Timeline report will have missing data and unaligned columns if–r detail is used 

for reporting when –m (--max-detail) is not used for collection. Collecting with -m is advised 

if you wish to have sufficient data to generate detailed results. 

 If Task Manager is used to kill the socwatch process, you will need to reboot the system to 

clear the drivers (there is no OS event allowing proper cleanup).  Terminate Intel Intel SoC 

Watch using Ctrl-C, not Task Manager. 

 Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail (ValleyView 2) issues: 

o Thermal data may not be valid on Intel microarchitecture code name Bay Trail 

platforms, even with B1 stepping. We have not determined why some systems show 

reasonable data and others do not. 

o Energy data is invalid on both A0 and B0.  C0 stepping is over-reporting energy 

consumed. 

o If platform under test does not have its BIOS configured to enable “Speed Step” then an 

empty OS P-state residency report is given. 
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